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Abstract

The development of techniques for autonomous
navigation and control of vehicles has become an
important and active research topic in the face of
emerging markets for advanced AGV and mobile
robots. A key requirement for autonomous navigation in
an unconstrained and uncertain environment is that the
system must be capable of sensing the surroundings to
determine where the AGV is at present (localisation)
and where it is moving. This is in order for the AGV to
be able to respond intelligently to a changing situation
or environment.
As in the case with many autonomous
navigation systems, all the sensors are placed on board
the vehicle. Sensory modules on - board the actual
vehicle include optical encoders, magnetic sensors,
DGPS, vision system, laser scanner and proximity
sensors. The sensors provide complementary
information as regards the internal state of the vehicle
and the current state of the environment. Figure 1 shows
the AGV, which is realised from a golf cart.

Piloting AGVs in an unstructured, dynamic
and complex outdoor environment has become
an emerging area of research. In this paper we
tor
describe the development of a fuzzy na
to perform the local navigation and obstacle
avoidance tasks for an outdoor AGV which is
realised from a golf cart. The hybrid
architecture incorporates a high level 'modeland-plan' and a low-level 'sense-and-execute'
layer. Each of the complex local navigational
tasks that need to be carried out is analyzed in
terms of primitive behaviours and expressed as
an aggregation of such behaviours. The fuzzy
behaviours are synthesized based on
appropriately fused sensory data received from
the complementary sensor devices, especially,
proximity sensors and a laser scanner. A fuzzy
simulator developed using Matlab is
introduced which is ca able of monitoring the
vehicle performance
gh travelling profile,
heading angles, change in steering commands,
as well as the logic patterns of the proximity
sensors. A method to associate these logic
patterns to linguistic variables is discussed.
Lastly, enhancements to the simulator are
presented.

2 Navigational and Control Architecture
In the hybrid architecture illustrated in Figure 2 based
on [Tunstel and Jamshidi, 1997] and [Biewald, 1996],
the AGVs functions are partitioned into a high level
'model-and-plan' layer (global path planning or
navigation) and a low level 'sense-and-execute' layer
(local
navigation),
with
a
behaviour-based
decomposition of the latter layer. This architecture
closely mimics the highly successful navigational
behaviour exhibited by humans in executing
navigational tasks in a complex, unstructured and
uncertain environment without the aid of complete and
accurate spatial maps of the environment.
Figure 2 shows the integration and interaction
of the various modules, comprising the low levelvehicle controller, sensors, the obstacle avoidance and
local navigation system, localization system, and the
path planner for global navigation. Overall operation of
the autonomous .navigation system can be described as
follows. Given a particular goal task for the AGV, the
global path planner determines an optimum route or a
navigational plan to execute the task. The output of the -planner is a symbolic description of the path in terms of
places, paths and actions (primitive behaviours) and
may be in the form of context or applicability rules
[Tunstel and Jamshidi, 1997]. Based on this
navigational plan, and the current context of the AGV
as determined by the localization subsystem, the
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Pigure 1: Outdoor AGV realised from a Jolf cart
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Figure 2: Hybrid Architecture of AGV Navigation and Control

behaviour based local navigation subsystem generates
the necessary commands to the vehicle controller at a
specified sampling rate. The vehicle controller executes
these commands continuously to ensure that the vehicle
accomplishes the goal task.
The local navigation block is the sense-andexecute layer of the overall structure of the navigation
system. This layer is implemented using a behavioural
approach. That is, each of the complex local
navigational tasks that need to be carried out is anaIysed--~in terms of primitive behaviours and expressed as an
aggregation ,of such behaviours. A fuzzy logic approach
to behaviour synthesis and integration has been
adopted. Th~ fuzzy behavioural methodology provides
a natural means of incorporating human navigation
skills in terms of linguistic information. The fuzzy
behaviours which are considered to be necessary
include, Curb Following, Obstacles Avoidance,
Obstacles Contouring, Narrow Path Maneuver,
Cornering, Route Following and Wandering. Each of
the behaviours is synthesised based on appropriately
fused sensory data received from the complementary
sensor devices [Wijesoma et al., 1999].

The solid state proximity sensors used are
suitable for harsh outdoor environments. The downside
of using proximity sensors is that they can sense the
presence or absence of an obstacle to within a limited
precision. That is, they provide a high logic output
when an obstacle is sensed and a low when the
perimeter is clear. Thus, it is necessary to appropriately
relate the logic outputs with range information, in order
!()~'!hanse tb~J.J.~~~!!YQ!Jb~PI"Q~tmity. S~I1SQ:rS.

-- ~ -- In the simulation, a total of 11 proximity
sensors are used to detect the obstacles in the
surroundings of the vehicle. The challenge is, how to
use the minimum amount of sensors to give a
satisfactory performance in the local navigation and
obstacle avoidance task. Among the three proximity
sensors located on the left, the one closest to the front
comers of· the vehicle is tuned to the longest
(maximum) sensing range of 3m, followed by 2m and
1m. The sensing range and mounting location of the
proximity sensors are shown in Figure 3.
Front Senaora

3 System Setup And Sensor Modelling
In order to achieve a satisfactory performance in local
navigation and obstacle avoidance, two types of sensors
are utilised, namely solid state infra red proximity
sensors and a laser scanner. The SICK laser scanner
(LMS 220) [Sick Optic Electronic], equipped with a
sensing range of 50m, and, 180 degree sweeping angle,
with 0.5 degree resolution is mounted on the front end.
The blind spots of the laser scanner are properly
covered by three photoelectric proximity sensors of 3m
coverage (maximum) along each side of the vehicle. In
order to track the road curb and able to provide
emergency stop function, two pairs of sensors are
mounted on the bumper, and linked directly to the
emergency stop circuitry.
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Figure 3: Sensing range and mounting positions of the
proximity sensors
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To make the sensor inputs fuzzy, the following
algorithm has been inc~rporated. It has, in oile way or
another, imposed a certain degree of uncertainty and
created a more realistic simulation environment, which
mimics the real world. When the first two sensors along
the left (right) side indicate high, it signifies that the
obstacle lies within the sen .
es of the second
(2m) and the third (1m) sensors.
e actual d
ce,
however, is not known. From Figure 3, it can be
observed that the worst case is such that the obstacle is
very close to 1m (the last sensor), and the safest
situation is when the object is just less than 2m apart
from the AGV. Realizing the uncertainties in the
relative distance between the vehicle and the obstacle, it
is logical to generate a random number between 0 and
1, and add it to the 1m sensing distance of the third
sensor. In other words, the error tolerance in range
measurement is within 1m. In order to improve the
performance, the sensing range, however, can be
reduced. Adding a few more proximity sensors is
another alternative.
Figure 4 illustrates the logic patterns and the
linguistic variables represented by proximity sensors at
sampling instance t. Assume 1 represents Obstacle
Detected and 0 indicates Clear, then the logic pattern 11-0 is associated with the linguistic value Obstacle
Regular (the relative distance between the obstacle and
the AGV is regular). By the same token, 1-1-1
corresponds to Obstacle Near.
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Figure 5: Mamdani type Fuzzy Inference System

In the local navigational module, the set of
fuzzy rules can be regarded as the "brain" commanding
the steering direction of the vehicle to the vehicle
ere The inputs to the Mamdani type Fuzzy
con
Inference System (FIS) are signals received from the
left (LejtProx), front (FrontProx) and right (RightProx)
proximity sensors of the vehicle. The output of the FIS
will be the steering angle (SteerAngle) conUnanded to
the vehicle to move to a safer or favorable direction in
order to accomplish the goal task.
'
Several proximity sensors mounted along the
front and the left of the vehicle. are used to .implement
the Curb Following (Left) behavior. The linguistic
values associated with the array of left proximity
sensors are Near, Regular, Medium, and, Far. In order
to increase the steering performance, there are nine
linguistic terms to describe the FIS output, SteerAngle,
over the universe of discourse ranging from -30 to 30
degree. Figure 6 shows the membership functions and
their distribution.
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Figure 4: Art example iUus.ng the logic patterns and
linguistic variables represented by proximity sensors at
sampling instance t

4 Fuzzy Inference System
Figure 6: Membership functions of SteerAngle

Fuzzy inference system serves as a means of
transforming the linguistic control strategy based on
expert knowledge into an automatic control strategy.
Fuzzy control appears to be very useful for handling
problems that are too complex for analysis using
conventional quantitative techniques or when the
available sources of information provide qualitative,
approximate, or uncertain data. The navigational control
of an outdoor AGV falls into this class of problem.

It is observed that the distribution of the
membership functions over the 60 degree range is not
uniform. The spacing is tighter at smaller angles. By
doing so, it is able to steer at a finer scale when the
vehicle is close to the curbs and obstacles. It can be
expected that the steering motion will be a smoother
one, as abrupt steer is often not desired.
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illustrated the concept of localization as well as global
path planning. The commands listed in the global path
planner are: Left Curb Following ~ Turning Right at
Junction ~ Left Curb Following. Initially, the AGV is
trying to look for the road curb to follow in order to
accomplish the Keep Left goal task. Along the journey,
the vehicle is able to avoid the obstacles nicely, as
Obstacle Contouring is blended into each primitive
behaviors, such as the Left Curb Following and Turning
Right at Junction.
Secondly, the localization modules, which
comprise of the vision system and DGPS, reports that
the vehicle has reached the desired junction and it is
ready to make a .turn. In the simulation, however, a
pseudo-localization module is utilized. Currently, the
regions on the map are defined by stating the
coordinates of the comers of the block. The centroid of
each region is then determined and the symmetrical X
and Y distance to the border of the region is obtained.
At each sampling instance, the program will examine
the current location of the vehicle by monitoring the
whereabouts of the centroid of the rectangular box
which signifies the AGV. Hence, the Tum Right at
Junction behavior will be fired only when the pseudolocalization module indicates the vehicle has reached
the desired junction. Hence, the possibility of executing
the incorrect goal task at the wrong place is therefore
minimized.
The sensing range provided by the proximity
sensors is fairly limited, thus the vehicle has no prior
knowledge on the location and width of the subsequent
path that it is going to tum into. Hence, it can be
observed that the vehicle is attempting to make a very
careful turn when it approaches the junction, by
reducing the speed to half of the original and taking a
smaller turning radius. The turning profile is determined
by assuming the next path to turn into has a scale ratio,
SR, of the current junction. In the simulation result
shown here, SR has been set to 1 The width of the
junction can be obtained from the measure~ent
provided by the proximity sensors on the left and nght
hand side of the vehicle. As shown in .Figure"8, upon,
reaching the next region, the vehicle will try to locate
the curb to follow and avoiding the sharp comer
gracefully before continuing the Left Curb Following
behavior again.

5 Simulation Results
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Figure 7: AGV simulator

Figure 7 shows the AGV simulator developed in
MATLAB / SIMULINK environment. The simulator
serves as a test bed to evaluate the effectiveness of the
fuzzy rules in the PIS before they are to be implemented
on the golf cart controller. The development flow chart
of. the fuzzy simulator follows closely the hybrid
architecture of navigation and control of the AGV, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Upon the completion of each
simulation, four figures will be shown for performance
evaluation, namely AGV in motion, Change in heading
angles, Change in steering commands and Logic
pattern ofproximity sensors.
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Figure 8: Travelling profile of the AGV when perf~rming
Turning Right at Junction and Left Curb FollOWIng
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The travelling profile of the AGV performing
a right turn at the junction is shown in Figure 8, which
is the enlarged figure taken from Fig A locates at the
upper left comer of the simulator. This figure has
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Figure 9: Change in heading angles when performing Turning
Right at Junction and Left Curb Following
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Figure 9 shows the change in vehicle heading
angles during Turning Right at Junction and Left Curb
Following. A positive value indicates a right steer and
negative signifies a left tum. These data will be fed to
the fuzzy vehicle controller. As graceful steer is more
pt turn, these steering angles are able
prefe
to provide some insights, which are quite useful in
"functions. Of
tuning the d" . tion of the mem
course, this will be restricted by the sensing range of the
sensors. For instance, for tracking road curbs, the
vehicle has to perform a turn within a radius of 3m, due
to the fact that the maximum sensing range of the
proximity sensors used is 3m
Figure 10 shows the change in steering
commands, with respect to time. The relative direction
of the vehicle is taken into account. Hence, a 0 steering
command indicates that the vehicle is maintaining the
previous heading angle, instead of steering to the socalled home position. It can be observed that the outputs
of the FIS have been limited to ±30 degree. In addition,
higher steering rate is required when the AGV is
approaching sharp corners.

The logic patterns shown in Figure 11 will be
associated to the linguistic values as defined in the
membership functions of the linguistic variable
LeftProx, FrontProx and RightProx, respectively. The
first proximity sensor on the left of the vehicle is at
logic high for most of the time. This indicates that the
vehicle is following the
I
a distance less than
Medium distance. The third sensor in the front always
reports no obstacle detected. It demonstrates the
effectiveness of the designed fuzzy rule base. Under
these rules vehicle will never have a heading distance of
less than 1m with respect to the curb.
Besides better accuracy in range finding, th~
laser scanner is capable of providing a longer sensing
range. Due to the fact that these two kinds of sensors
are mounted at different elevations, a two layer planar
sensing approach is adopted. Using this method, it is
able to define regions, which are common to both kinds
of sensors, or only visible to either one. A good
example is, when the AGV is approaching vehicles
parked in the lots. The proximity sensors are only able
to sense the wheels (or tires) which are at a lower
elevation from the ground. As for the laser scanner it
can correctly locate the range ofthe'bumper or the body
of the car, which is at a higher elevation with respect to
the wheels. The use of laser scanner has certainly drawn
the gap between the simulated environment and the real
world closer by reducing the ambiguities in obstacle
detection.
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A hybrid navigational and control strategy for outdoor
AGVshas been proposed. The hybrid architecture
:comprises "of a global path planner and a local
navigation module. The latter one is implemented using
.a· fuzzy.' :behavioral approach. The fuzzy behaviours
.which.:have.been.incorporated include, Curb Following,
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.Obstacles Avoidance, Obstacles Contouring, Narrow
Path Manoeuvre, Cornering, Route Following and
Wandering.
A simulation framework based on MATLAB I

Figure 10: Change in steering commands when performing
Turning Right at Junction and Left Curb Following (Fig 8)
LeftlR
1

SIMULINK environment gives a convenient method to
verify the strategy for its reliability, and effectiveness.
Also the simulation environment provides for the
testing of the applicability of different sensor
technology. An effective methodology of using
proximity sensors (as opposed to ultrasonic sensors) as
a means of range sensing for realizing fuzzy behaviors
necessary for certain navigational tasks is proposed and
its effectiveness is demonstrated through simulations.
To overcome limitationsof.the proximity sensors, viz.,
the limited sensing range and the precision, and also to
be able to synthesize other behaviors necessary for
outdoor navigation a laser range sensing system is
proposed. It is discussed how the laser range scanner
can complement and augment the reliability and
navigability of the outdoor AGV. The authors propose
to implement the fuzzy behavior based navigational ..
strategy on the actual AGV to ascertain its practical
efficacy.
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Figure 11: Logic pattern of proximity sensors collected during
Turning Right at Junction and Left Curb Following (Fig 8)
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